Backyard Science Review

Do you like investigating experiments? Well, I know heaps of legit and fun experiments. I know this really educational show on ABC3 called Backyard Science.

Backyard Science is an informative show that people over 6 really like.

The music/sound is in tune with the people talking. It is not to loud so... That you won’t be able to hear the people on the show.

On the show Backyard Science the camera people, do a close-up on their experiments and a medium shot on the people helping to do the experiments. The adult voice over makes it more easy to understand.

Their experiments are difficult to do because they stop the video halfway and then go on a different video etc. But, at the same time the experiments are basic.

The setting is in different types of backyards each time, with different characters for each experiment. For example, their experiments are making horror movie special effects, making an egg turn metallic silver, also making sound catching ears for their game of hide and seek.

My opinion of Backyard Science is that it is a very good show for ages 7 and over.